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A Cut Above
With these styling wizards’ tips, you’ll never have a bad-hair day

There’s certainly a time and a place for a supersleek blow-out, but this isn’t it. From backstage at fashion week to 
on set at photo shoots, the soft, ultrapretty styles our Geniuses are turning out trump primped-into-submission 
perfection. Case in point: the heavenly look above, created by Rebekah Forecast, the mastermind behind Victoria’s 
Secret Angels’ bedhead waves. “Understated hair can be quite elegant,” runway-beauty aficionado Guido says. It’s 
a glam upgrade to wash-and-go, for easy spring hair that’s also fresh and healthy.—Elyse Moody

the 2014 GeNIUS AWARDS: hAIR

Rebekah Forecast roughed up 
model Rowe’s texture with 
Serge NormaNt dry shampoo.
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SaLLY 
HerSHBerger 
Body Fix thermal 
spray protects dry 
hair and leaves it 

“totally shiny, with 
no sticky residue.”

Olive-oil-rich FreDerIC 
FeKKaI Advanced 
Brilliant Glossing 

Crème gives hair “such 
incredible shine.”

Forecast darkens 
the roots of very 
blond hair with 

rIta HaZaN Root 
Concealer for Gray 

Coverage for a “much 
more modern look.”

SHU UemUra Kaze 
Wave Sensual Curl 

texturizing Foam adds 
texture and hold to the 

lengths and ends of 
naturally wavy hair.

VoDaNa Classic 
Pico curling 

iron transforms 
unruly texture into 
“wash-and-go curls 

instantly.”

“A great prep 
for soft curls,” 

aVeDa Be Curly 
Style-Prep 

detangles, too.

“You can literally feel 
your hair get softer 
upon application,” 

Shorter says of aVeDa 
Dry Remedy Daily 
Moisturizing Oil.

Claim to fame: 
Picture the perfectly 
tousled waves that 
Victoria’s Secret 
bombshells are 
known for—that’s 
pure Forecast. She 
has worked with the 
brand for 15 years, 
helping shape its 

iconic look. To get that beachy, bedhead texture, 
she “squeeze-dries” damp hair while blow-drying 
to bring out curl, then uses a texture spray, such 
as Bumble and bumble Surf Spray, and a curling 
iron as needed to separate and define ends.
Secret weapon: A thin, stiff-bristle teasing 
brush. Forecast hits roots with dry shampoo for 
a little roughness, then back-brushes the crown 
to fluff random pieces for an undone finish.
Quick fix: Water or a keratin spray. “If you 
already have product in the hair, the best thing 
to do is moisten it. That reactivates what you’ve 
already put in,” Forecast says. “To start fresh, 
just mist it.”

Claim to fame: 
Shorter’s name has 
been synonymous 
with big, beautiful, 
sexy hair since she 
set out on tour with 
Rihanna a decade 
ago. A sought-after 
editorial stylist with 
a roster of Grammy-

winning regulars, Shorter has served as Aveda’s 
first-ever global artistic director for textured hair 
since April 2013. “I’m from California, so I’ve 
always loved hair that’s soft and touchable.”
Secret weapon: To get even, defined curls, 
Shorter preps damp hair with a curl enhancer, 
divides it into sections, twirls them into coils, 
and fastens customized hair clips—she tapes 
a penny to each one—to the ends. “The penny 
gives the clip a little weight, which gently pulls 
the hair down and gives it extra length.”
Quick fix: An oil, such as Aveda Dry Remedy 
Daily Moisturizing Oil, to polish messy curls. 
She runs a few drops through hair before and 
after curling with an iron.

THE VA-VA-VOOM QUEEN: Rebekah Forecast
Home base: Sally Hershberger Downtown, New York City
Clients: Amber Heard, Miranda Kerr, Adriana Lima, Emily Mortimer

THE PROVOCATEUR: Tippi Shorter
Home base: Aveda VanDam Salon, New York City
Clients: Beyoncé, Jennifer Hudson, Alicia Keys, Rihanna

IoN Universal 
Diffuser travels 

well—it “collapses 
and is made of 

really light rubber.”
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